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Causal analysis is essential for gaining insights into complex real-world processes and making informed
decisions. However, performing accurate causal analysis on observational data is generally infeasible, and
therefore, domain experts start exploration with the identification of correlations. The increased availability of
data from open government websites, organizations, and scientific studies presents an opportunity to harness
observational datasets in assisting domain experts during this exploratory phase.

In this work, we introduce Nexus, a system designed to align large repositories of spatio-temporal datasets
and identify correlations, facilitating the exploration of causal relationships. Nexus addresses the challenges
of aligning tabular datasets across space and time, handling missing data, and identifying correlations deemed
"interesting". Empirical evaluation on Chicago Open Data and United Nations datasets demonstrates the
effectiveness of Nexus in exposing interesting correlations, many of which have undergone extensive scrutiny
by social scientists.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Correlation is often used as a first step to analyze causation, which is critical to analyze real-
world phenomena and make informed decisions. The vast volumes of data collected from open
governments, international organizations, and scientific repositories contain a myriad of variables
(attributes of tables), many pairs of such variables show a correlation, and a subset of those
correspond to causal relationships. While it is hard to establish causality from observational
data [32, 63] without making assumptions about the data generating process—which often requires
domain expertise—identifying correlations is a sure way to “cast a wide net” and capture causal
relationships as well. In this paper, we propose a new system, Nexus, that identifies correlations on
collections of tabular data, paving the way for the identification of causal relationships. We target
two personas:
Persona 1: Researcher Exploring a Hypothesis. Bob, a school counselor in Chicago, wants to boost

student performance. After analyzing the school’s data, he notices a link between school attendance
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rates and student grades. This leads to the hypothesis that “consistent school attendance results in

improved student performance”. Bob would like to justify the creation of new attendance rules and

incentives by establishing causality between these two variables, instead of showing a mere correlation.

But wary of confounders and other roadblocks to establishing causality, Bob wants to consider other

variables that could influence student grades to understand if there is indeed a causal relationship.

Persona 1 is someone who has an established hypothesis and an initial dataset, and seeks

to expand such a dataset with additional variables relevant to the analysis. In the example,

Bob points our new system Nexus, to Chicago Open Data and discovers additional variables correlated

with student grades such as "household income" and "neighborhood crime rate" prompting him to

consider socio-economic aspects in the analysis.

Persona 2: Data-Driven Hypothesis Generation. Amy, a social scientist, wants to understand

what factors contribute to the inequality of economic development across Chicago neighborhoods [81].

The number of potentially related variables is large, and Amy does not want to limit the analysis to her

prior knowledge. To tackle these issues, Amy considers a data-driven approach instead. Recognizing that

neighborhood economic development is reflected across many city aspects, she realizes that a significant

portion of the variables in the Chicago Open Data [54] could serve as valuable indicators. Persona

2 is someone who has access to a repository of tabular data and wants to automatically

identify interesting correlations, so they can formulate a hypothesis off those correlations

and then check whether there is an underlying causal link. In the example, Amy points Nexus

to Chicago Open Data and Nexus identifies 40K correlations between variables. Furthermore, Nexus

helps Amy navigate those correlations and select interesting ones such as between the variables ‘Number

of Business Permits,’ ‘Number of Newly Created Jobs,’ ‘Number of Tax Waivers,’ and ‘Loan Amount’ and

across different neighborhoods, which prompts her to formulate a hypothesis: “Do financial incentive

policies stimulate development at the neighborhood level in Chicago?

To the best of our knowledge, Nexus is the first end-to-end system that aligns datasets using
spatio-temporal attributes to identify correlations interesting to Persona 1 and 2 (e.g., scientists
and researchers). To achieve this goal, Nexus addresses the following challenges:
Challenge 1. Spatio-Temporal Alignment of Tabular Datasets.When correlations exist be-
tween variables (relational attributes) of different tables, the tables must be combined before
identifying such correlations. However, many datasets do not have a join key. Instead, Nexus
exploits the existence of abundant spatial and temporal attributes to align datasets in space and
time. This requires efficient indexing techniques to cope with millions of records as well as identi-
fying transformation and aggregations that permit alignment even when the spatial and temporal
attributes are represented at different granularities, e.g., “household income” is aggregated per
census tract while “neighborhood crime rate” per neighborhood.
Challenge 2. Identifying Correlations over Missing Data. Data may be missing in the original
input data, or it may become missing after aligning datasets of different granularities (after per-
forming an inner join). Not dealing with missing data leads to missed correlations and performing
outer joins to avoid missing data is computationally expensive. Nexus decomposes correlation
computation into two stages, a statistics collection stage, and the actual correlation calculation.
During the correlation calculation stage, Nexus organizes data to enable embarrassingly parallel
computation of correlations, leveraging vectorized operations [33].
Challenge 3. Identifying “Interesting” Correlations. Solving Challenge 2 results in too many
correlations to analyze, even over modest datasets. Nexus filters out weak and statistically insignif-
icant correlations, but it is not possible to determine which ones are “interesting”—which ones help
Persona 1 or 2 come up with new ideas—because this depends on the user’s subjective knowledge
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and goals. The contribution we make is to exploit the following observation that permits Nexus
reduce the total human effort. If a variable is a common cause of 𝑘 different attributes, then all(
𝑘
2
)
pairs of variables are expected to be correlated. This observation generalizes to show that true

causal structure often manifests as correlations between attributes. Nexus builds a correlation
graph and highlights correlations that manifest a structure, i.e., that may correspond to causal
relationships; this distillation helps users consume the otherwise large number of correlations.
Technically, addressing Challenge 1 naively is infeasible as the problem size explodes due to

the number of datasets that can be combined and the varying number of spatio-temporal transfor-
mations for each of those. To improve efficiency, Nexus includes two execution strategies and a
cost-based model to choose the best strategy for each dataset. Nexus exploits the decomposition of
correlation calculation and the effect of missing values in the estimation to address Challenge 2.
While addressing Challenge 3 requires a human, Nexus’s approach reduces the effort of processing
those correlations—identifying a good strategy to interact with the user is of independent interest
but out of scope.
Evaluation. We evaluate Nexus’s ability to address Challenges 1 and 2 efficiently. We conduct
an in-depth analysis of how Nexus helps distill interesting correlations (Challenge 3): on Chicago
Open Data and datasets from the United Nations, Nexus helps us find correlations supported
by existing literature. For example, we find that the support for small business development is
negatively associated with violence crimes [62], and higher levels of female educational attainment
are inversely related to maternal mortality rates [44].

Before presenting the technical sections, we present related work, then preliminaries, and then
the evaluation results, and conclusions in Sections 6, and 7, respectively.

2 RELATEDWORK

Nexus is the first end-to-end system that addresses Challenge 1-3 jointly to satisfy the needs of
Persona 1 and 2.
What would Bob and Amy do? Our conversations with economists and social scientists reveal
the workflow they follow to solve problems similar to those in the introduction. They would source
external data, whether by buying in a data market or collecting from open data repositories [34, 35].
Then they would rely on hired analysts or manual effort to curate and analyze the datasets; and
it is that downstream analysis, whether new identification methods, models, or approaches that
constitutes the bulk of their research output. In contrast, Nexus’s north star is to synthesize those
datasets for the analysts, incorporating information about how the synthesis took place so the
result can be used responsibly.
Spatio-Temporal Data Exploration. The Data Polygamy project [15] pioneered the spatio-
temporal exploration of open data. Unlike their proposed “relatedness metric”, Nexus identifies
correlations, paving the way for the downstream identification of causal relationships. Auctus [11]
is a data discovery engine that supports querying datasets based on a temporal/spatial range. It
does not find correlated variables in different spatio-temporal datasets. Multimodal learning [53]
finds spatial or temporal correspondence between data in different modalities (e.g. video and
audio). This alignment is for training purposes and does not aim to discover correlations or
generate hypotheses in tabular datasets. More generally, spatial (GIS) and temporal databases and
libraries [10, 17, 37, 42, 50, 65, 68] specialize in executing queries with temporal and spatial clauses,
allowing for the representation of spatial lines, polygons, and the ability to perform spatial-join
operations like point-in-polygon efficiently. Nexus leverages techniques used in these systems,
but they are largely orthogonal. Without Nexus, users would still need to write an exceedingly
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large number of queries to align the many tables included in external data, and then compute and
organize the resulting correlations.
Correlation Computation. The correlation sketch technique [70] efficiently estimates correlations
over repositories of data without expensive materialization. However: i) it does not consider the
transformation andmulti-granularity of spatio-temporal datasets (Challenge 1); ii) it does not handle
missing values and estimates correlations only for inner joins (Challenge 2). Moreover, it returns
all identified correlations; it does not tackle the issue of helping analysts identify “interesting”
correlations from the resulting large collection (Challenge 3).
Correlation Summarization / Navigation. Not much work concentrates on presenting cor-
relations to users. Approaches to correct for multiple comparisons [1, 5] reduce the number of
spurious correlations but do not sort out the remaining correlations. Conditional Independence
tests [73, 85] identify correlations that do not likely correspond to causal links but do not sort
correlations. Application-specific approaches [77, 84] study patterns of correlations within gene
expressions to identify genetic markers linked to diseases. Nexus is the first system to exploit the
structure of the causal graph that manifests in a correlation graph.
Join Discovery. Join discovery approaches [3, 23, 88, 89] find joinable datasets based on a similarity
function. Lazo [23] is approximate and uses Jaccard similarity or containment as the similarity
functions. In contrast, JOSIE [88] is exact and uses set overlap. Approximate methods are scalable
but introduce noise (false positives and negatives) further complicating correlation discovery
downstream. JOSIE supports top-k overlap queries, which can be adapted to support threshold
queries—the more appropriate type for the problem this paper addresses—but not without additional
querying costs related to the number of times the parameter k must be adapted. Any join discovery
methods can be integrated into Nexus’s architecture as we will explain in Section 3.
Other related work. Data discovery is the problem of identifying and retrieving documents
that satisfy an information need [21, 22, 27, 29, 88, 89]. No previous work has studied discovering
correlations over spatio-temporally aligned data. TheCausal Inference in DataManagement literature
assumes access to a single dataset (or a handful with known join keys and their causal structure)
with all relevant variables [26, 69]. In contrast, we do not assume any knowledge of the causal
structure and operate on many datasets. Thus, these approaches are complementary to Nexus.

3 PRELIMINARIES AND NEXUS OVERVIEW

Definition 1 (Spatio-Temporal Dataset). A spatio-temporal dataset 𝐷 (A,T) comprises a set

of attributesA and tuples T , whereA𝑠 ⊆ A is a set of spatial attributes,A𝑡 ⊆ A is a set of temporal

attributes. Note that both A𝑠 and A𝑡 cannot be empty, i.e., A𝑠 ≠ ∅ or A𝑡 ≠ ∅. We use 𝐷 [𝐴] to refer
to the 𝐴-th attribute of the dataset.

Datasets may contain multiple temporal (green in Figure 1) and spatial (blue) attributes with
different degrees of detail or granularities. For example, in Figure 1, the 𝐶𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒 dataset contains
location with exact Geo-coordinates, while the 𝐽𝑜𝑏 dataset contains a coarser granularity zipcode.
We refer to the value ’60617’ as a unit within the zipcode granularity. We define spatio-temporal
granularity as:

Definition 2 (Spatio-temporal Units at Granularity 𝑠). Spatial units at a granularity 𝑠 ,

denoted by 𝐺𝑠 refers to a collection of all spatial units 𝑢𝑠 , where 𝑢𝑠 represents a geographical location

at a specific level of detail or granularity. Similarly, temporal units at a granularity 𝑡 , denoted by 𝐺𝑡 ,

consists of temporal units 𝑢𝑡 , where each unit 𝑢𝑡 is present at a specific granularity.
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#VictimsStreet AddressLocationTime

32545 E 96TH ST(-87.62, 41.72)2023/05/14 01:33:01

29941 S BENSLEY AVE(-87.56, 41.71)2023/05/13

17643 W MYRTLE AVE(-87.81, 41.99)2023/05/12 8AM

25858 N NINA AVE(-87.80, 41.98)2023/05/11 12:20AM

3918 W 87TH ST(87.62, 41.3)2023/05/10

Crime T1t = Day

#VictimsStreet AddressLocationTime

32545 E 96TH ST606172023 Q2

29941 S BENSLEY AVE606172023 Q2

17643 W MYRTLE AVE606312023 Q2

25858 N NINA AVE606312023 Q2

3918 W 87TH ST601062023 Q2

s = Geo	coordinates

t! = Quarter s′ = Zipcode

g","! g$,$! Granularity 
Transformation

MEAN 
(#Victims)

#CrimesLocationTime

2.52606172023 Q2

1.52606312023 Q2

31601062023 Q2

AGG! = COUNT

AGG" = MEAN

#jobsZipcodeQuarter

80606172023 Q2

20606312023 Q2

55601062023 Q2

#jobs#Victims#CrimesLocationTime

802.52606172023 Q2

201.52606312023 Q2

5531601062023 Q2

Materialized Join 𝚪(𝐓𝟏, 𝐓𝟐)

𝛈(𝐓𝟏, 𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞, 𝐋𝐨𝐜𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 , 𝐐𝐮𝐚𝐫𝐭𝐞𝐫, 𝐙𝐢𝐩𝐜𝐨𝐝𝐞 , 𝑨𝑮𝑮𝟏, 𝑨𝑮𝑮𝟐 )

Join
Job 
T2

Fig. 1. A running example on Crime and Job datasets

Spatial and temporal units possess a subset-superset relationship between them. For example, a
value of ‘2023-05-13’ is at granularity ‘date’ while ‘2023 Q2’ is at granularity ‘quarter’, which encom-
passes all dates within the quarter ‘2023 Q2’. These relationships can be represented hierarchically.
A granularity 𝛼 dominates granularity 𝛽 , denoted by 𝛼 ≺ 𝛽 if every value in granularity 𝐺𝛼 is
contained in some unit in the granularity 𝐺𝛽 . For example, ‘Date ≺ Quarter’, ‘Geo-coordinate ≺
Zipcode’. An attribute may contain different values at varying granularities (see Time column in 𝑇1
in the figure). Attribute granularity is defined as the finest granularity that captures all values of the
attribute. To combine datasets with different granularities (𝑇1 with𝑇2 in the figure) requires applying
a transformation, e.g., aggregating finer granularity to coarser which in the figure corresponds to
converting Time from day to quarter and Location from geolocation to zipcode.

Definition 3 (Granularity Transformation Function). Consider a granularity 𝛼 , and a

coarser granularity 𝛽 , i.e., 𝛼 ≺ 𝛽 . A granularity transformation function 𝑔𝛼,𝛽 : 𝐺𝛼 → 𝐺𝛽 transforms

each value with granularity 𝛼 to a unit with granularity 𝛽 .

Granularity transformations are applied guided by a hierarchical representation of granularities,
which are well studied for spatio-temporal attributes [10]. Attributes transformed to coarser
granularities need to be aggregated. This transformation+aggregation process is defined as:

Definition 4 (Spatio-temporal Transformation). Consider a set of spatio-temporal attributes

A, where each attribute 𝐴 ∈ A has granularity 𝛼𝐴 and an aggregate function Agg. A transformation

with respect to attributes A is defined as the dataset obtained by transforming each spatio-temporal

attribute 𝐴 ∈ A of 𝐷 according to their corresponding granularity transformation functions 𝑔𝛼𝐴,𝛽𝐴
and then aggregating the rows with same values of attributes A according to Agg. We denote this as

[ (𝐷,A, 𝛽,Agg) = Agg(𝐷 ′,A), where 𝐷 ′ [𝐴] ← 𝑔𝛼𝐴,𝛽𝐴 (𝐴),∀𝐴 ∈ A and 𝐷 ′ [𝐴] ← 𝐷 [𝐴],∀𝐴 ∉ A.

The spatio-temporal datasets at varied granularities can be used to join multiple datasets for
correlation analysis.

Definition 5 (Spatio-temporal Joinable Datasets). Two datasets 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷 𝑗 are joinable

using A as the join key at granularity 𝛽 if the overlap between their transformed values 𝑇𝑖 =

[ (𝐷𝑖 ,A, 𝛽,Agg) [A] and𝑇𝑗 = [ (𝐷 𝑗 ,A, 𝛽,Agg) [A] exceeds an overlap threshold 𝑜 , i.e., |𝑇𝑖 ∩𝑇𝑗 | ≥ 𝑜

for any aggregate function Agg. The materialized join between 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 is denoted as Γ(𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ).
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Nexus only considers equi-joins. It does not support joins that rely on arbitrary transformation
rules on join keys, which would explode the search space as any two datasets can potentially join
with a complex transformation function.
Correlation evaluation and discovery. After aligning and joining spatio-temporal datasets,
Nexus computes a correlation function. In this work, we use Pearson’s correlation [67], which is
estimated over a finite sample of variables 𝑋 and 𝑌 , defined as:

𝑟 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥) (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)√︁∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2
√︁∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2
(1)

𝑟 ranges between −1 (negative relationship) to 1 (positive), with 0 indicating no relationship.
The p-value associated with the Pearson correlation indicates the probability of such a correlation
arising at random; low values signal statistically significant correlations.

Nexus Overview

We design and implement Nexus to address challenges 1–3 (Section 1). We formalize the concrete
problems that Nexus addresses in the subsequent technical sections; here we provide an overview
of the system (See Figure 2). Nexus’s design follows the data discovery reference architecture
first introduced in Ver [29]. The system takes as input: i) a data collection; ii) the spatio-temporal
granularities; iii) and aggregate functions. The system returns as an intermediate output a collection
of correlations. This collection is often too large, so Nexus post-processes those correlations to
better organize them.

Raw
Datasets 𝐷

𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇
𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁,…

Transformation Functions 𝐴𝐺𝐺

Temporal 
Granu

Spatial 
Granu

User 
Input

Data Profiler

Transformed Datasets

Index Builder
Join Discovery

Materializer Correlation
Calculation

Correlation 
Distillation

…

Hash Indices
st units datasets

…

Inverted Index

Quarter

Month

Day Coordinate

Zipcode

City

Correlations

Offline

O
nl

in
e 

Correlation Graph

Cost 
Model Handling Missing Values

Community Detection
Section 

4.1

Section 
4.2

Section 5

Fig. 2. System Overview of Nexus (Green text highlights the techniques employed at each component).

First, during an offline stage, the Data Profiler and Index Builder process the input datasets,
identify spatial and temporal attributes and their granularity, align them to the user-provided
granularity and collect statistics about each attribute used later to deal with missing data. The
resulting indices help combine datasets efficiently. All derived data products (indices and statistics)
are stored in an RDBMS (PostgreSQL) (Challenge 1).
In the online stage, we use a cost model to navigate the trade-off between join discovery and

materialization (Challenge 1). Correlation Calculation then computes correlations of the
joined datasets, even in the presence of missing data (Challenge 2). The output correlations are
processed by Correlation Distillation, grouping them w.r.t the structure that manifests in a
correlation graph after using a community detection algorithm (Challenge 3).
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4 SPATIO-TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS

Problem 4.1 (Correlation-Join Discovery). Given a dataset 𝑇𝑖𝑛 , an overlap threshold 𝑜 , and a

correlation threshold 𝑟 , the objective is to identify a set of spatio-temporal datasetsL and their correlated

attributes𝐴𝑇 ,∀𝑇 ∈ L such that each dataset𝑇 ∈ L is joinable with𝑇𝑖𝑛 and the corresponding attribute

𝐴𝑇 ∈ 𝑇 has correlation coefficient |𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝐴𝑖 , 𝐴𝑇 ) | ≥ 𝑟 , with some 𝐴𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑖𝑛 .

This problem definition considers a single input dataset 𝑇𝑖𝑛 , which mimics Persona 1 (Bob’s
problem scenario). In general, the problem extends to a setting where we want to identify all
correlations in a collection T of tables. This generalization handles the second persona (Amy’s
problem setting). We address Challenge 1 in Section 4.1 and Challenge 2 in Section 4.2.

4.1 Spatio-Temporal Alignment

We first describe the offline stage for transforming and indexing datasets in Section 4.1.1. Next, we
introduce two traditional approaches for identifying and materializing spatio-temporal joinable
datasets in Section 4.1.2. In Section 4.1.3, we analyze the costs associated with each approach
and present an analytical cost model. This cost model enables Nexus to select the most efficient
approach for each individual dataset.

4.1.1 Transform and Index Datasets. In the offline stage, Nexus transforms the datasets to the
desired granularities and builds an inverted index to support efficient querying.
Data Transformation. Nexus considers all combinations of spatio-temporal granularities for
every combination of spatio-temporal attributes in all datasets. This component transforms the
datasets for each granularity and passes them to the indexing phase.
Index Construction.Nexus constructs two types of indices. It first creates a hash index [75] on the
spatio-temporal attributesA of𝑇 . The hash index aims to enhance the efficiency of materialization
using hash join [83]. In addition, Nexus builds an inverted index where each spatio-temporal unit
acts as the key and is linked to a list of transformed datasets containing that unit.

4.1.2 Joining Spatio-Temporal Datasets. Nexus implements two execution strategies:
Index Search. The first mode of finding spatio-temporal joinable datasets is via the inverted index.
Given a transformed dataset 𝑇𝑖𝑛 , it will first query the inverted index to retrieve all lists of datasets
with intersecting spatio-temporal values. It then iterates each of these lists to count the frequency
of each dataset. The frequency count is the overlap between a dataset and 𝑇𝑖𝑛 . Finally, it adds
datasets with overlap surpassing the threshold 𝑜 to J and merges 𝑇𝑖𝑛 with joinable datasets to
output materialized views.
Exhaustive Join. This method consolidates finding and materializing joinable datasets into a
single stage. It skips the phase of querying an index. Instead, it directly joins the input 𝑇𝑖𝑛 with
every other dataset. If the result yields the number of rows larger than the overlap threshold 𝑜 , it
means two datasets are joinable and the corresponding view is materialized.

4.1.3 A Cost-based Model for choosing the best strategy. Index-Search is preferred when the number
of datasets that join is small; Exhaustive-Join when such a number is large.We introduce a cost-based
model to navigate this tradeoff and select the best method.
While this resembles query optimization, there are important technical differences. First, in

traditional query optimization, the input is a single query, while in our problem is a collection of
queries of a size that depends on the number of spatial and temporal attributes. Second, Nexus
uses custom operators such as the identification of spatio-temporal joinable datasets. While Nexus
has white-box access to this operation, a traditional optimizer would consider it a UDF, which is
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harder to optimize [25, 30]. Last, query optimizers rely on static information (query and collected
statistics); Nexus’s cost model gathers information online. Next, we explain Nexus’s cost model.
Estimating join cost. Given transformed datasets 𝑇1,𝑇2, · · · ,𝑇𝑛 , our goal is to estimate the cost
of joining 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 on their spatio-temporal attributes A𝑖 and A 𝑗 . Notably, the spatio-temporal
attributes in transformed tables have unique spatio-temporal units due to the transformation
operator aggregating raw tables based on spatio-temporal attributes. During the offline data
transformation stage, Nexus has built hash indices on A𝑖 and A 𝑗 . Therefore, to join 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 ,
the join key of the smaller dataset is used to probe the hash index of the larger dataset. Thus, the
cost of joining 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 is O(𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |)). To express this cost without resorting to the big O
notation, we introduce a constant 𝑐 𝑗 . With 𝑐 𝑗 , the cost for joining two datasets is represented as:
𝐶 (𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) = 𝑐 𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |).
The cost of Exhaustive Join. Consider 𝑇𝑖 as the input dataset, with a previously processed
collection of datasets denoted as P. In Exhaustive-Join, we need to join𝑇𝑖 with all datasets that have
not been processed yet, which is S = T\P. The cost of Exhaustive-Join 𝐶 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛_𝑎𝑙𝑙 can be written as
follows: 𝐶 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛_𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑐 𝑗

∑
𝑇𝑗 ∈S𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |). The search space of this approach reduces as more and

more datasets are processed.
The cost of Index Search. Index-Search first queries the inverted index to get joinable datasets.
Consider an input dataset 𝑇𝑖 with spatio-temporal attributes A𝑖 . Finding joinable datasets requires
fetching all lists in the inverted index for units in A𝑖 , and subsequently iterating each list to count
the frequencies. Assume each 𝑣 ∈ A𝑖 has the corresponding list of length 𝑙𝑣 in the inverted index.
Finding joinable tables takes O(|𝑇𝑖 | +

∑
𝑣∈A𝑖

𝑙𝑣). After obtaining joinable datasets J , Index-Search
joins 𝑇𝑖 with every 𝑇𝑗 ∈ J , and this step takes O(∑𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |)). We use 𝑐𝑖 to denote the
constant for querying the inverted index and counting frequencies, then we can write the cost of
index search as: 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑐𝑖 ( |𝑇𝑖 | +

∑
𝑣∈𝐴𝑖

𝑙𝑣) + 𝑐 𝑗
∑

𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |)
Nexus’s Cost-based Analytical Model. To simplify the estimation of parameters without al-
tering the relative significance between 𝐶 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛_𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 , both expressions are divided by 𝑐 𝑗 .
Consequently, the cost formulas become:

𝐶 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛_𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
∑︁
𝑇𝑗 ∈S

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 | ),𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝛾 ( |𝑇𝑖 | +
∑︁
𝑣∈A𝑖

𝑙𝑣 ) +
∑︁

𝑇𝑗 ∈J
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 | )

where 𝛾 = 𝑐𝑖/𝑐 𝑗 . Parameter 𝛾 measures the runtime ratio between querying the inverted index
and performing a join. Given that we know the set of unvisited datasets, S, the value of 𝐶 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛_𝑎𝑙𝑙
can be directly determined. For𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 , while |𝑇𝑖 | +

∑
𝑙𝑣 is straightforward to compute, we still need

to estimate 𝛾 and
∑

𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |).
Estimate

∑
𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |). We need this cost before executing Index-Search, which means we

do not yet know the number of joinable datasets, J . To estimate such parameter we reformulate
the cost as

∑
𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |) = |J ||𝑇 |, where |𝑇 | =

∑
𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |)/|J |. Next, we need to

estimate |J |, the number of joinable datasets with𝑇𝑖 , and |𝑇 |, the average join cost with𝑇𝑖 . We use
a sampling strategy to estimate these two variables.
We create a random sample 𝑉𝑖 ∈ A𝑖 to query the inverted index. Subsequently, we count the

frequencies of each dataset and then multiply the count with a scaling factor
∑

𝑣∈𝑉𝑖 𝑙𝑣/
∑

𝑣∈A𝑖
𝑙𝑣 .

The number of datasets whose frequency exceeds the joinable threshold is the estimate of |J |,
which is then used to calculate |𝑇 |.
Estimate 𝛾 . 𝛾 measures the run time ratio between querying the inverted index and performing
join. We estimate 𝛾 by creating a random sample of datasets and letting them run Index-Search.
We monitor the runtime associated with querying the index and materializing the joins. Suppose
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querying the inverted index takes 𝑟1 seconds and materializing joinable datasets takes 𝑟2 seconds,
we have 𝑟1 = 𝑐𝑖 ( |𝑇𝑖 | +

∑
𝑣∈A𝑖

𝑙𝑣) and 𝑟2 = 𝑐 𝑗 (
∑

𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 |)). Thus, the estimate of 𝛾 is
𝑟1

∑
𝑇𝑗 ∈J𝑚𝑖𝑛 ( |𝑇𝑖 |, |𝑇𝑗 | )

𝑟2 ( |𝑇𝑖 |+
∑

𝑣∈A𝑖 𝑙𝑣 )
.

Summary. Nexus efficiently identifies and materializes spatio-temporal datasets. In its offline
stage, Nexus transforms raw spatio-temporal datasets and builds index structures. Nexus used a
cost-based model to choose the best execution strategy for each dataset by estimating the costs of
both Index-Search and Exhaustive-Join. When integrating alternative off-the-shelf join discovery
methods to replace Index-Search, Nexus would still benefit from the cost model to choose the
optimal execution strategy, using the new cost expression for the respective join discovery method.

4.2 Correlation with Missing Values

There are two sources of missing values. The first source of missing values comes from the raw
spatio-temporal datasets. Since Nexus has limited knowledge of the origins of these missing values,
there is little it can do [19]; if users have adequate strategies, they can plug missing value imputation
methods into Nexus’s Data Profiler. The second source of missing values arises from combining
two datasets. Specifically, to include all observed samples from two datasets, a full outer join is
needed to combine all rows from them, which introduces missing values if a row in one dataset does
not have a match in the other dataset. These missing values need to be handled before subsequent
correlation calculation.

4.2.1 Addressing Missing Values. Handling missing values, crucial for avoiding biases in data
processing, depends on the data’s nature and the source of the missing values, which Nexus cannot
fully ascertain. Users must take responsibility for their data analysis, as automated systems like
Nexus cannot always determine the best approach for every missing value scenario. Thus, the
goal of Nexus is not to devise an accurate missing value method, but rather be transparent on
what methods were used and let users decide whether the results are useful downstream. Nexus
considers three strategies to handle missing values in the full outer join result.
(1) Drop all missing values: Drop all rows containing missing values. This is equivalent to the inner

join result.
(2) Fill with zero: Fill missing values with zero.
(3) Fill with mean: Fill missing values with the mean of an attribute.

A naive approach to implement these strategies is to compute the outer join result for two
spatio-temporal datasets, then apply each strategy and calculate correlations. However, the full
outer join is computationally expensive (over 4 times slower than inner join, as shown in Figure 8c).
Instead, Nexus calculates correlations without using outer join operations and thus efficiently.
Our main insight is that the full outer join is not necessary for the last two strategies (fill-zero

and fill-avg). We can calculate their correlation coefficients by leveraging the inner join results
combined with statistics collected offline.

4.2.2 Decomposing Correlation Computation. Given two datasets 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 using spatio-temporal
attributes𝐴𝑖 and𝐴 𝑗 as join keys,Nexus computes the Pearson correlation, 𝑟𝑥𝑦 , between an attribute
𝑋 ∈ 𝑇𝑖 and an attribute 𝑌 ∈ 𝑇𝑗 . Next, we explain how:
Data Profiling. Nexus’s Data Profiler collects several data profiles offline which are needed
to compute correlations efficiently. Nexus collects for each attribute 𝑋 . i) Sum 𝑆 (𝑋 ) = ∑

𝑥𝑖 ∈𝑋 𝑥𝑖 ,
ii) Square sum 𝑆𝑆 (𝑋 ) = ∑

𝑥𝑖 ∈𝑋 𝑥2
𝑖 , iii) Mean 𝑋 =

∑
𝑥𝑖 ∈𝑋 𝑥𝑖/|𝑋 |, iv) Sum of the squared deviations

𝑆𝐷 (𝑋 ) = ∑
𝑥𝑖 ∈𝑋 (𝑥 − 𝑋 )2.
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Drop missing values. Dropping all missing values is equivalent to calculating the correlation
based on the inner join result. To form data pairs, ⟨𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖⟩,Nexusmaterializes the inner join between
𝑇𝑖 and𝑇𝑗 and project attributes 𝑋 and 𝑌 , ⟨𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖⟩ = Γ(𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) [(𝑋,𝑌 )]. ⟨𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖⟩ are then used to obtain
correlation coefficient 𝑟 ⟨𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 ⟩

Fill with zero. For this approach, we first extract data pairs, ⟨𝑋0, 𝑌0⟩, from the result of a full outer
join, Γ𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 (𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ), between𝑇𝑖 and𝑇𝑗 . Any missing values in these pairs are then replaced with zeros.

We rearrange Equation 1 into the following formula.

𝑟𝑥𝑦 =
𝑛
∑
𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 −

∑
𝑥𝑖

∑
𝑦𝑖√︃

𝑛
∑
𝑥2
𝑖
− (∑𝑥𝑖 )2

√︃
𝑛
∑
𝑦2
𝑖
− (∑ 𝑦𝑖 )2

(2)

Substitute ⟨𝑋0, 𝑌0⟩ into Equation 2 gives

𝑟 ⟨𝑋0,𝑌0⟩ =
𝑛
∑
⟨𝑋0,𝑌0⟩ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 − 𝑆 (𝑋0 )𝑆 (𝑌0 )√︁

𝑛𝑆𝑆 (𝑋0 ) − 𝑆 (𝑋0 )2
√︁
𝑛𝑆𝑆 (𝑌0 ) − 𝑆 (𝑌0 )2

where 𝑛 = |Γ𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 (𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ) | = |A𝑖 ∪ A 𝑗 |
When we replace missing values with zeros, the sums and squared sums of the attributes remain

unaffected. Thus, we have

𝑟 ⟨𝑋0,𝑌0⟩ =
𝑛
∑
⟨𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 ⟩ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 − 𝑆 (𝑋 )𝑆 (𝑌 )√︁

𝑛𝑆𝑆 (𝑋 ) − 𝑆 (𝑋 )2
√︁
𝑛𝑆𝑆 (𝑌 ) − 𝑆 (𝑌 )2

(3)

The
∑
⟨𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 ⟩ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 term comes from the inner join result. Since any imputed data pairs from the

outer join result will have at least one zero element, we can deduce that
∑
⟨𝑋0,𝑌0 ⟩ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 =

∑
⟨𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 ⟩ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖 .

Equation 3 demonstrates that 𝑟 ⟨𝑋0,𝑌0 ⟩ can be derived from already computed statistics, eliminating
the need for explicit acquisition of ⟨𝑋0, 𝑌0⟩. This means a full outer join is not required. Instead,
Nexus calculates the correlation coefficient for this strategy by leveraging data profiles and the
inner join results.
Fill with average. For this strategy, we first obtain the input data pairs, ⟨𝑋𝑎, 𝑌𝑎⟩, from the full
outer join result, Γ𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑙 (𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 ), of 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 . Missing values in 𝑋𝑎 are then replaced with the average
of 𝑋 , while those in 𝑌𝑎 are replaced with the average of 𝑌 .

Substitute ⟨𝑋𝑎, 𝑌𝑎⟩ into Equation 1, we have

𝑟 ⟨𝑋𝑎 ,𝑌𝑎 ⟩ =

∑
⟨𝑋𝑎 ,𝑌𝑎 ⟩ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑋𝑎 ) (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑌𝑎 )√︁

𝑆𝐷 (𝑋𝑎 )
√︁
𝑆𝐷 (𝑌𝑎 )

=

∑
⟨𝑋𝑖 ,𝑌𝑖 ⟩ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑋 𝑖 ) (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑌 𝑖 )√︁

𝑆𝐷 (𝑋 )
√︁
𝑆𝐷 (𝑌 )

(4)

In the denominator, we have 𝑆𝐷 (𝑋𝑎) = 𝑆𝐷 (𝑋 ) and 𝑆𝐷 (𝑌𝑎) = 𝑆𝐷 (𝑌 ) because when replacing
missing values with the attribute’s mean, the difference between the substituted values and the
mean is zero. The numerator remains equivalent to the result obtained with the inner join data
pairs (as the data pairs exclusive to ⟨𝑋𝑎, 𝑌𝑎⟩ and not present in ⟨𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖⟩ take the shape of either
(𝑋𝑎, 𝑦𝑖 ) or (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑌𝑎)). These pairs have no impact on the numerator’s value.
With Equation 4, Nexus can determine the correlation coefficient without needing to form
⟨𝑋𝑎, 𝑌𝑎⟩, bypassing the full outer join.
Vectorization Optimization. Nexus leverages vectorization to enhance the efficiency of the
correlation calculation. The formula in Equation 1 can be represented in a vector format as follows:

𝑟𝑥𝑦 =
( ®𝑥 − 𝑥 )𝑇 ( ®𝑦 − 𝑦)
∥ ®𝑥 − 𝑥 ∥ ∥ ®𝑦 − 𝑦 ∥ =

®𝑒𝑥𝑇 ®𝑒𝑦
∥ ®𝑒𝑥 ∥ ∥ ®𝑒𝑦 ∥

(5)

where ®𝑒𝑥 = ®𝑥 − 𝑥 and ®𝑒𝑦 = ®𝑦 − 𝑦. Using Equation 5, Nexus refines the process of calculating
correlations by employing matrix operations. To compute the correlation coefficients for every
attribute pair in 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 , Nexus proceeds as follows:
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(1) Materialize the inner join 𝑉 = Γ(𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗 )
(2) Matrix 𝐴 is formed by projecting all attributes of 𝑇𝑖 from 𝑉 , 𝐴 = 𝑉 [𝑇𝑖 ]; Similarly, Matrix 𝐵 is

formed for 𝑇𝑗
(3) Let `𝐴 𝑗

and `𝐵 𝑗
denote the mean of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ column in matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵. Matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵 are

then transformed by subtracting the mean of each column: 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 − `𝐴 𝑗
, 𝐵𝑖 𝑗 = 𝐵𝑖 𝑗 − `𝐵 𝑗

(4) The correlation coefficients between every pair of attributes in 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗 are then given by
𝑅𝑇𝑖 ,𝑇𝑗

= 𝐴𝑇 𝐵
∥𝐴∥ ∥𝐵 ∥

Summary.Nexus calculates the correlation coefficients for all three strategies by only materializing
the inner join result. The performance in the correlation calculation phase is enhanced by 1)
sidestepping the full outer join and 2) vectorizing data during computation. In the implementation,
Nexus uses the coefficient from the first strategy to match the correlation threshold. The other two
serve as signals to provide users with more information.

5 CORRELATION DISTILLATION

In this section, we formalize the problem of organizing correlations, i.e., Challenge 3. On large
repositories of data, it is common that Nexus will find a large number of correlations e.g., in our
evaluation, the system found more than 40K correlations on a data collection of 338 tables, a number
that would make it prohibitively expensive for a human to process, if they had to check correlations
one by one. Most of these correlations are not useful. To start, we make these observations:
(1) Some correlations are not statistically significant, and are misclassified only because of the small

size of datasets.
(2) Some correlations are statistically significant but occur at random due to the “multiple compar-

isons” problem [66].
(3) Some correlations will not be random, but will be easy-to-find. We say a correlation is easy-to-find

when it is between two attributes within the same spatio-temporal dataset.
(4) Finally, some correlations will be statistically significant and occur between attributes of different

datasets. These correlations may be interesting and uninteresting, where interesting correlation is
one that exposes some structure in the underlying causal graph.

Pruning individual correlations. Nexus offers an API that lets users “query” the input corre-
lations by selecting them based on signals such as correlation coefficient or the ratio of missing
values (many such signals are collected offline by the Data Profiler component) in the attributes
included in the correlation. If a user has a clear preference for the signals of a correlation, they
can directly express those preferences using the API. For example, the API directly filters out
correlations in cases 1-3 above. To further reduce the number of correlations, however, we need
new insights to analyze these correlations together which we discuss below.
The Insight. Multiple correlations are often related to each other, for example, due to a common
cause (often referred to as a common confounder). The graph of variables with correlation between
attributes (we refer to it as a correlation graph) mimics certain properties of the underlying causal
graph. For example, consider a ground truth causal graph that is disconnected, i.e., variables in
two different components do not impact each other (Figure 3a shows the corresponding causal
graph, data and correlation graphs). In this case, no pairs across these components (green pairs)
are expected to be correlated and only a small fraction of these pairs may be correlated because of
noise. Generalizing this observation, sparse regions of the ground truth causal graph show up as
sparser portions of the correlations graph too (green regions are sparser than the yellow region in
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Causal Graph Datasets Correlation Graph Community Detection
(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Example: how a causal graph gets encoded within a correlation graph (The dense region in the left

plot (yellow) shows up as a dense region in the correlation graph. Green Sparse regions in the causal graph

remain sparser than the yellow region in the correlation graph). (b) The community structure in a graph

the correlation graph). Therefore, showing each correlation individually to the end-user would not
be useful and highly tedious to identify interesting correlations.

Using this intuition, we prune irrelevant correlations (the ones that are easy to find) and organize
the rest in a way that exposes the structure of the graph, thereby helping the user to identify causal
links and confounders. Concretely:

Problem 5.1 (Exposing Correlation Structure). Given a collection of correlations, identify

a small set of correlations that are statistically significant, do not co-occur in the same dataset and

expose the underlying structure.

5.1 Building the Correlation Graph

Correlation Distillation takes as input a list of correlations L and a set of signals S. There are
three steps. First, Correlation Distillation selects a subset of correlations using signals. Then it
builds the correlation graph by iterating over L: each variable becomes a node in the graph, and
edges indicate correlations between the respective variables. A community detection algorithm
identifies clusters of nodes within a graph such that nodes within the same group are more densely
connected to each other than to nodes in other clusters (Figure 3b). Since dense regions of the
causal graph show up as cliques in the correlation graph, it uses a community detection algorithm
to identify structure in the correlation graph, the output corresponds to the variable clusters.
Identify variable clusters. Correlation Distillation uses community detection algorithms to
partition the correlation graph into distinct communities, where a community corresponds to a
variable cluster. We choose the Louvain method [6] because it is non-parametric, so it does not
require input of the number of clusters and makes no assumptions about the graph. In addition,
it scales to large graphs (time complexity is O(𝑛 log𝑛)). The Louvain method optimizes for the
modularity of a graph. Modularity quantifies the strength of division of a network into clusters; a
high modularity indicates that the nodes within the same cluster are more densely connected than
expected by chance. Correlation Distillation uses modularity to steer the search for signal
thresholds, which we will introduce next.

5.2 Signal-based correlation selection

Correlation Distillation chooses signal values that optimize the modularity score. Nexus’s
data profiler collects the following signals [52]: i) correlation coefficient; ii) number of samples
over which the correlation is computed; iii) p-value. In addition, it collectsmissing value ratio which
indicates the proportion of missing values in the variables involved in the correlation calculation
and zero value ratio which indicates the number of zeroes. New signals can be added by modifying
the Data Profiler.
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Each signal is associated with a direction, 𝑑 , and threshold, 𝜏 . The direction indicates whether a
higher or a lower signal value is preferred; e.g., #samples is positive as a larger #samples is preferred.
Next, we explain how Nexus chooses thresholds for signals.
Automatic threshold selection. Correlation Distillation searches for signal thresholds to
maximize modularity. It takes as input a correlation collection L, a list of signals associated with
a direction 𝑑 , a step size Δ, and a dataset coverage threshold 𝜎 . The step size Δ determines the
amount by which a signal should be adjusted in each iteration. The dataset coverage ratio, 𝜎
controls the extent of correlation selection. While setting thresholds aggressively might maximize
the modularity score by selecting just one correlation, it can lead to a substantial loss of information.
First, the algorithm identifies the threshold candidates for each signal by thresholding its mini-

mum to maximum value using the provided step size and direction. It then identifies valid thresholds
by ensuring the correlations chosen based on a specific threshold cover a sufficient number of
datasets. The output of this stage is a mapping, R, where each signal is linked to its valid threshold
candidates. Then, the algorithm gathers all possible threshold combinations from each signal and
iterates them to find the one with the highest modularity. When a combination 𝑐 results in a
correlation collection that does not meet the coverage threshold, we skip all thresholds that are
more stringent than 𝑐 and yield a smaller subset.
Discussion. Nexus identifies a rough snapshot of the underlying structure, which can help the user
to explore causal connections, relevant to their application. This paper does not study techniques
to interact with the user, and any of the prior techniques [29] can be employed for that task.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we answer these research questions.
• RQ1 (End-to-end evaluation of Nexus): Does Nexus successfully identify qualitatively
interesting spatio-temporal correlations that lead to compelling hypotheses and expose causal
structures?
• RQ2 (Effectiveness of variable clusters): Are variable clusters effective in highlighting
meaningful correlations?
• RQ3: (Comparison with prior works) Are extensions of prior approaches sufficient to solve
our problem? How does Nexus compare against these extensions?
• RQ4 (Efficiency and Scalability of Nexus): Is Nexus efficient in discovering spatio-temporal
correlations? Is each optimization strategy effective? Is Nexus scalable?
Datasets.We use three publicly available datasets (see Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of Datasets. #Attrs indicates the number of non-spatial and temporal attributes.

Dataset #Tables #ST_Keys #Attrs Size Total #Rows

UNData 33 99 157 34M ∼143K
Chicago Open Data 338 699 3217 11G ∼36M
Open Data Large 3021 4166 20435 82G ∼ 293M

• UNData: UNdata [78] is a global statistical database from the United Nations. We downloaded all
33 most popular tables from over 20 international agencies, each providing statistics on different
themes covering various countries and regions.
• Chicago Open Data [54] captures various facets of the city. We downloaded all tables that
contain spatial or temporal attributes.
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Table 2. End-to-end results of Nexus on datasets

Hypothesis Table 1 Table 2 corr

#sam-
ples

Evid-

ence

Cluster Sizes

Suggested table var join on table var join on coef #Tbl #Corr-R

C
h
i
c
a
g
o
O
p
e
n
D
a
t
a

Does support for
small businesses

reduce city violence?
SBIF1 incentive

amount
completion

date
Victim

Demographics #victims
time
period
start

-0.65 80 [20]
[62] 4 3

Do weather conditions
affect traffic violations? Weather

max wind
speed measure

-ment
timestamp

Speed
Camera violations violation

date -0.61 88 [79]
[47] 13 12

Red Light
Camera

violations violation
date -0.71 88

air temp 0.63 88
Divvy2locations biased
towards richer areas?

Divvy
Stations

total
docks location COVID19

CCVI3
ccvi
score3 location -0.72 92 [24]

[14] 6 5

High crime area also has
more traffic crashes? Crimes count date

location
Traffic
Crashes count date

location 0.67 ∼10K [2] 18 6

U
N
D
a
t
a

Reduce infant mortality
by increasing safely

managed water sources?

Water and
Sanitation
Services

safe
drinking

water sources

country
year

Population
Indicators

infant
mortality

country
year -0.85 323 [82] 8 15

Education attainment
affect health and life

expectancy?
Education

gross
enrollment

ratio
-secondary

country
year

Population
Indicators

life
expectancy
at birth

country
year 0.8 317 [64] 8 6

Female education affect
maternal mortality? Education

gross female
enrollment

ratio
-secondary

country
year

Population
Indicators

maternal
mortality

country
year -0.73 289 [44]

[45] 8 6

International immigrants
brings CO2 emissions?

CO2
Emissions

emissions
per capita

country
year

International
Migrants

International
migrant stock

country
year 0.75 425 [41]

[48] 8 14

1 Financial Incentive Projects - Small Business Improvement Fund, 2 Divvy is a bicycle-sharing system in Chicago
3 The Chicago COVID-19 Community Vulnerability Index (CCVI) measures a community’s susceptibility to negative impacts from COVID-19 based on various

social and economic factors. A higher CCVI score indicates greater vulnerability.

• Open Data Large: This data collection combines spatio-temporal datasets from ten open data
portals including major US cities and states [16, 16, 54–61].

System Setup. Experiments were performed on an Ubuntu server with 192GB RAM and a 2.6GHz
48-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) processor. Nexus was developed in Python 3.9, using Postgres [74] to
store datasets and indices and materialize joins. The spatial transformation is implemented using
geoPandas [38].
System Input. We input Nexus with two granularity hierarchies: a temporal one of day→ month

→ quarter→ year and a spatial one ranging from census block→ block group→ tract→ state→
country. We use mean() and count() as aggregate functions. The table coverage ratio threshold in
Correlation Distillation is 0.6.

6.1 RQ1: End-to-End Evaluation of Nexus

After running Correlation Distillation, we manually inspect the variable clusters and use
Nexus’s API to select interesting correlations following a similar approach to [46, 69]; these cited
works point out the difficulty of evaluations without a ground truth of the causal graph. We deem
a correlation “interesting” if the corresponding question is studied in the literature.
Results. On Chicago Open Data, Nexus identifies 41,250 correlations (granularity: month, census
tract), a subset of which is grouped into 22 clusters. On the UN dataset, a collection of 5636
correlations (granularity: year, country) are identified, and their subset is grouped into 7 variable
clusters. After ≈2 hours of manual inspection (note this time included validating each correlation by

identifying relevant literature), we identified the correlations in Table 2.
The table lists each correlation, presenting the "Hypothesis" it suggests (as per our understanding)

and corresponding "Evidence" from the literature supporting this hypothesis1. It also details the

1Note we found the correlations first and then looked for evidence when we thought they were interesting.
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two tables ("Table 1" and "Table 2") involved in the spatio-temporal join, along with the correlation
coefficient and sample size. Last, the #Tbl and #Corr-R columns indicate the number of tables
and correlations we examined in the variable cluster. #Corr-R serves as a proxy to indicate effort.
The table shows only the subset of interesting correlations we found within 2 hours (including
literature verification); we reviewed less than half of the total clusters, and there are likely many
other correlations.

We now delve into representative variable clusters, detailing how Nexus helps to identify these
spatio-temporal correlations.

6.1.1 Chicago Open Data. We analyze the first row in Table 2.
Small Business Investment and Violence Reduction We identified a negative correlation be-
tween the average incentive amount for businesses and the monthly average violence, which raises
a question: “Is there a link between the support for businesses and city crime?”. Many studies show
the impact of economic growth and employment opportunities on crime rates. [20] found that
higher employment and economic expansion were linked with lower crime rates. Moreover, [62]
revealed that an increase in African-American entrepreneurship could contribute to reducing youth
violence.

Without Nexus, an analyst would face the daunting task of manually selecting the "SBIF" and
"Victim Demographics" tables from all

(338
2
)
combinations, and then finding the relationship among

30 attributes. Additionally, while both tables have a ‘day’ granularity, the correlation only becomes
apparent at the ’month’ and ‘quarter’ levels. Moreover, spatial attributes, initially in geo-coordinates,
must be converted into blocks, requiring trying various granularities to uncover the correlation.
This process demands extensive manual effort to align data, handle missing values, and calculate
correlations. Nexus boosts the analysts’ productivity by automating these steps and helps them
find the “needle in the haystack”.

6.1.2 UNData Analysis. We analyze a few rows from Table 2.
Factors Related to Population Dynamics Nexus returned a cluster of eight tables with several
interesting correlations:
• Positive correlation between education (secondary and upper secondary enrollment) and life
expectancy, negatively correlated with infant and maternal mortality and total fertility rate.
• Positive correlation between employment in agriculture and infant and maternal mortality, as
well as total fertility rate, while showing a negative relationship with life expectancy. Inverse
trends observed for employment in services compared to agriculture.
• #Safely managed sanitation facilities and drinking water sources positively correlated with life
expectancy, negatively with infant mortality, and total fertility rate.
The link between education and population dynamics is well-established in academic literature.

[64] posits that educational attainment is one of the fundamental causes of health and life expectancy.
Furthermore, urbanization plays a significant role in shaping population dynamics. [86] revealed
that urbanization has a beneficial impact on public health. AWHO report [82] highlights the crucial
role of water, sanitation, and hygiene improvements in potentially saving 1.4 million lives annually.

6.1.3 Other noteworthy variable clusters. Besides revealing interesting correlations, we found the
variable clusters did, in some cases, reveal the structure of the underlying tables in a way that made
it easier for us to navigate and become familiar with the datasets.
Uncover unionable tables by correlations. Nexus identified several clusters of unionable
tables [51]. In Chicago Open Data, there is one cluster featuring "TIF District Programming"
datasets across various years and another comprised of 5 yearly "Chicago Public School Profile
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Information" datasets. Naturally, correlations uncover unionable tables as certain attributes in the
datasets remain relatively consistent year to year. But we did not expect it a priori.
Explain sources of numerous correlations. In the Chicago Open Data, Nexus found a variable
cluster of 11 tables, mostly about library data from 2022 and 2023. Each table contains 13 numerical
columns for monthly statistics, plus a ‘ytd’ column for year-to-date figures. This cluster showed
2246 correlations (5% of the dataset’s total). The high number is attributed to: 1) a common cause
affecting library statistics (e.g., visitor numbers influencing various metrics), 2) correlations across
different time periods (monthly and year-to-date figures), and 3) multiple data versions from
different years creating more correlations. These findings highlight the need for variable clusters
to effectively manage numerous correlations.

6.2 RQ2: Effectiveness of variable clusters

Here, we complement the qualitative analysis with a quantitative study. We identify several causal
tasks as proxies to assess the quality of Nexus’s variable clusters and compare it with baselines.
Causal Tasks.We chose the subsequent 5 causal tasks in UNData. The target variable is highlighted
at the beginning of each causal task. The goal of each task is to identify variables having correct
causal relationships with the target variable (Persona 1).
(1) (Infant Mortality): What factors affect infant mortality?
(2) (Maternal Mortality): What factors affect maternal mortality?
(3) (Population 0-14): What factors affect the percentage of the population aged 0-14 relative to

the total country population?
(4) (CO2 Emissions): What factors affect the CO2 emissions per capita in a country?
(5) (Total Fertility Rate)What is affected by the total fertility rate?
Baselines. Each baseline represents a strategy for selecting variables to augment the “primary
dataset”, containing the target variable. We input the variables chosen by each baseline to the
DirectLiNGAM [72] algorithm for causal discovery because it is more computationally efficient
than PC algorithm [73]2.
• No-Join: Only the primary dataset is used as input. It mimics a lack of access to external data.
• Join-All: Includes all variables that join with the primary dataset.
• Join-JC: Includes all variables from tables with a Jaccard containment above a threshold (0.2)
with the primary dataset. This approach refines the previous baseline by controlling the fraction of
missing values.
• Join-Corr: Includes all variables exhibiting significant correlations with the target variable
(𝑝_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≤ 0.05).
• Join-Cluster (Our method): Includes all variables correlated with the target variable of the
primary dataset and belong to the same variable cluster.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate F-1 Score (precision and recall) and runtime, using a set of
"ground truth" variables for comparison. Lacking an actual ground truth, we adopt ideas from
recommendation systems literature [36, 71] to compile a reliable, albeit likely incomplete ground
truth by checking the output of all methods confirmed by the literature. Table 3 presents these
variables and their causal directions, supported by relevant literature. This derived ground truth,
while not exhaustive, provides a fair and consistent basis for comparison, with precision offering a
conservative estimate due to the comparison with partial ground truth.

2PC algorithm did not finish for many of the input sizes.
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Table 3. Ground truth variables (P=Positive, N=Negative)

Variable

Causal

Effect

Variable

Causal

Effect

Task: Infant Mortality(Cause) Task: Population 0-14 (Cause)

Maternal mortality[49] P Total fertility rate[7] P
Total fertility rate[31] P Infant mortality[9] N/P

Safely managed Task: CO2 Emissions (Cause)

drinking water
sources[82] N Energy Supply

per capita[40] P

Task: Maternal Mortality(Cause) International migrant stock [41] P
Gross enrollment ratio Task: Total Fertility Rate (Effect)

Secondary(female)[44] N Population aged P
Safely managed 0 to 14 years[7]
drinking water
sources[13] N Population annual

rate of increase[8] P

Safely managed
sanitation facilities[13] N

Gross enrollment ratio
Upper secondary level

(female)[43]
N

Pharmacists
(per 1000 population)[18] N Gross enrollment ratio

Secondary (female)[43] N

Total fertility rate[28] P Life expectancy[4] N
Infant Mortality[31] P

F1-Score Results. We observe the following (Table 4): 1) No-Join does not identify any variables
in 3/5 tasks, and underperforms in 1/5. This shows the need to tap into external data. 2) Increasing
the number of input variables (Join-All, Join-JC, Join-Corr) does not guarantee a higher recall
because including more variables results in more missing values. Imputing these missing values
introduces noise, compromising the causal discovery algorithm’s performance. This demonstrates
the need for selective data augmentation. 3) Join-JC and Join-Corr that restrict the set of input
variables compared to Join-All manage to solve 5/5 tasks, but sometimes with worse recall than
Join-All. Finally, 4) Join-Cluster achieves the best results in 4/5 tasks and is similar to the best
method in the remaining task. This highlights that the variable clusters identified by Nexus are an
effective variable selection mechanism for causal inference.
Efficiency Comparison. Figure 4 shows the runtime of various methods. No-Join is the fastest

Task1 Task2 Task3 Task4 Task5
10−1

100

101

102

103

R
un

 ti
m

e(
s)

No-Join Join-Cluster Join-JC Join-Corr Join-All

Fig. 4. Runtime comparison for all methods (log(y-axis)).

as it involves no external augmentation,
but as we saw above, has the lowest F1-
Score: we include it for reference. Of the re-
maining, Join-Cluster significantly out-
performs other baselines, note the log-
y axis. For instance, in Task 1, Join-
All takes 786.57s to finish, whereas Join-
Cluster requires only 13.82s, which is 56x
faster. The high time complexity of causal
discovery algorithms means their runtime
can escalate significantly with an increase
in the number of variables. Therefore,
baselines that consider an expansive variable set might not be practical for even larger datasets. For
example, we executed the missing-value PC algorithm implemented in the causal-learn library [87]
on a dataset with 155 variables; the estimated time was 40 hours.
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Table 4. F1 score; × means the F1 score is undefined.

Task No-Join Join All Join JC Join Corr Join Cluster

T1:Infant
Mortality 0.50 0.29 0.14 0.14 0.40

T2: Maternal
Mortality × × 0.16 0.37 0.44

T3: Population
aged 0-14 × 0.11 0.11 0.22 0.45

T4: CO2
Emissions × × 0.26 0.33 1.0

T5: Total
Fertility Rate 0.40 0.45 0.35 0.18 0.66

Summary. There are dual benefits of selective variable augmentation. First, selecting more input
variables than necessary introduces noise that affects the causal discovery algorithm. Second, the
runtime grows superlinearly with the input size, quickly becoming too expensive. We showed
quantitatively the apparent benefits: Join-Cluster achieves better F1-Score than the other baselines
and is orders of magnitude faster than the next fastest method.

6.3 RQ3: Compare with prior techniques

No existing approach solves the end-to-end problem that Nexus addresses but some techniques
exist to address subproblems. Here, we study whether extending existing techniques suffices to
address the problem end-to-end; we build 5 baselines and compare their runtime and quality with
Nexus, see Figure 5:

Data Join DiscoveryIndexing Corr-Sketch ClusteringCorrSketch

Nexus Data Join DiscoveryIndexing Correlation ClusteringMaterialization
JD MA Corr

Data Join DiscoveryIndexing Data Polygamy ClusteringCorrPoly

Data LazoIndexing Correlation ClusteringMaterializationValidateCorrLazo

Data Indexing Corr-Sketch ClusteringCorrLazoSketch Lazo Validate

Range
Selection Join DiscoveryIndexing Correlation ClusteringMaterializationCorrRange Data

Fig. 5. Extend prior techniques for subproblems

• CorrSketch(JD=Index Search, MA+Corr=Correlation Sketch): CorrSketch uses Correla-
tion Sketch [70] at the materialization and correlation calculation stages.
• Polygamy(JD=Index Search,MA+Corr=Data Polygamy): Polygamy uses Data Polygamy [15]
to find significant relationships and use the inverted index at the join discovery stage.
• CorrLazo(JD=Lazo+Validate): We extend Lazo [23] with a validation stage, creating a two-
step process in CorrLazo: 1. Filtering: use Lazo to find joinable candidates. 2. Validation: filter
out candidates that do not meet an overlap threshold. The filter-then-validate approach aligns
with standard practices in set similarity search [12, 80].
• CorrLazoSketch(JD=Lazo, MA+Corr=CorrelationSketch) CorrLazoSketch uses Lazo
and correlation sketch together.
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• CorrRange(Data=Range-Selection): CorrRange first selects data based on a temporal or
spatial range and then computes and organizes correlations for that particular range only.

Takeaways. None of these baselines addresses the problem that Nexus solves. CorrSketch
generates tens of thousands of false positives and negatives, suffers from missing data (Table 5), and
negatively impacts downstream tasks (Table 6). The relationships identified by Polygamy exhibit
significant disparities with correlations (Table 7) and it is 5× slower thanNexuswhen using day and
census block granularity. CorrLazo overlooks joinable pairs involving larger tables (Figure 7c, 7d)
and yields thousands of false positives and negatives when compared to ground-truth correlations.
This inaccuracy in correlations is exacerbated when combining Lazo and correlation sketch in
corrLazoSketch. Last, CorrRange is a natural complement to Nexus; it reduces computation if

users have a specific temporal or spatial range of interest. However, an inappropriate range will
lead to the failure to discover interesting correlations outside the chosen range.

6.3.1 CorrSketch. We study how CorrSketch impacts the quality of correlations, downstream
tasks, and runtime.
Correlation Quality. We deploy CorrSketch on Chicago Open Data with the granularity of
day and census block, assessing correlation quality through various coefficient thresholds, 𝑟 , and
missing value strategies. We measure the precision, recall, and F1 score of CorrSketch against
ground-truth correlations, as shown in Table 5. All missing value strategies yield the same set of
correlations when 𝑟 = 0, as non-zero correlations from inner joins ensure non-zero results from
both zero and average fillings, with significance determined by the inner join. When dropping all
missing values (inner join), the F1 score of CorrSketch improves as 𝑟 increases, yet it still has
tens of thousands of false positives and negatives. In scenarios where missing data is imputed for
outer join correlations, CorrSketch’s accuracy decreases, with F1 scores not surpassing 0.65. This
is because correlation sketch is designed to guarantee the reconstruction of a uniformly random
sample from the inner join of two datasets, not the outer join. In contrast, Nexus achieves perfect
precision and recall by calculating accurate correlations.

Table 5. Correlation quality of Corrsketch. 𝑟=corr threshold; inner=inner join; zero/avg=impute zero/average

𝑟 0 0.2 0.4

Type all inner zero avg inner zero avg

Nexus

#Corr

146566 102924 68156 42263 58951 36862 21647

C
o
r
r
S
k
e
t
c
h

#Corr 89746 82133 54271
#FN 63490 31699 17749 2059 14258 8981 477
#FP 6670 10908 31726 41929 9578 26390 33101
Precis. 0.93 0.88 0.61 0.49 0.82 0.51 0.39
Recall 0.57 0.69 0.74 0.95 0.76 0.76 0.98
F1 0.71 0.77 0.67 0.65 0.79 0.61 0.56

Correlation Coefficient Estimation Accuracy. Figure 6a shows that CorrSketch overestimates
the correlation coefficient when its absolute value is small. This result reproduces the findings in
the original paper [70].
Runtime. Figure 6b shows CorrSketch is faster than Nexus; although the filtering stage is 2.6×
slower than Nexus, CorrSketch materializes fixed-length samples only, as opposed to the full
joins. Unfortunately, the gain in performance comes at the cost of quality.
Impact on the Downstream Causal Tasks. Table 6 shows the results. Join-Cluster(CorrSketch)
uses correlations from CorrSketch to build the correlation graph and extract variable clusters;
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Fig. 6. Accuracy and Runtime comparison between CorrSketch and Nexus

Join-Cluster(Nexus) uses the accurate correlations. Nexus outperforms CorrSketch in 4/5 tasks
(with one being equal): false positives and negatives negatively impact downstream tasks.

Table 6. Causal task performance of CorrSketch andNexus

Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
Join-Cluster

(CorrSketch)

0.36 0.4 0.36 1.0 0.6

Join-Cluster

(Nexus)

0.40 0.44 0.45 1.0 0.66

6.3.2 Polygamy. We compare runtime
and relationships.
Runtime. At granularity day and census
block, Nexus is 5× faster than Polygamy
(15 vs 90 minutes). Nexus is 2.5× faster
than Polygamy at month and census tract
granularity. The significance test con-
ducted by Polygamy requires computing
the relationships multiple times over dif-
ferent permutations on the original data, which adds significant overhead.
Comparison between identified relationships. We observed a significant disparity in the
relationships identified by Nexus and Polygamy, as shown in Table 7. At the granularity of day
and block, Nexus finds ∼145k significant correlations while Polygamy finds ∼172k. There are ∼64k
false negatives and ∼90k false positives (F1 = 0.52). The results are similar for other granularities.
The relationships found by Polygamy cannot replace correlations.

Table 7. Compare Polygamy relationships with correlations; Nexus’s F1 = 1 as it computes exact correlations

Granu

Nexus

#Corr

Polygamy

#Corr

#FN #FP Precis. Recall F1

Day,Block 146566 172434 64358 90226 0.48 0.56 0.52
Month,Tract 149576 226399 55811 132634 0.41 0.63 0.50

6.3.3 CorrLazo. We run CorrLazo and Nexus on Chicago Open Data with the granularity of day
and census block. The overlap threshold for joinable datasets is set to 10. Four Jaccard containment
thresholds (0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6) were configured for Lazo.
Join Discovery Performance. Fig. 7a shows the join discovery runtime for CorrLazo and Nexus;
Fig. 7b gives the recall distribution of CorrLazo across datasets. The precision of CorrLazo
remains 1 due to the validation stage. We observe the fundamental tradeoff between the runtime
and quality in Fig. 7a, 7b. As the threshold increases, the runtime of CorrLazo improves due to
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fewer candidates for validation, but the recall drops, indicating more false negatives. The dashed
red line in Fig. 7a shows the runtime of join discovery using Nexus. In Nexus, join discovery and
materialization times are intertwined. To isolate join discovery in Nexus, we modified it to compute
key intersections without materializing joins. Nexus takes 152.6s to find accurate joinable datasets
and their overlap, which is 33.7% faster than CorrLazo with the highest join discovery quality
(JC=0). CorrLazo saves join discovery time as the threshold increases at the cost of recall.
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Fig. 7. (a) Join discovery runtime of Nexus and CorrLazo (b) Recall distribution in CorrLazo (c) End-to-End

runtime of Nexus and CorrLazo (d) Join size distribution (Granularity: Day, Census Block).

End-to-end Performance. Fig. 7c shows Lazo is faster than Nexus and improves with increasing
thresholds due to missing more joinable pairs, which reduces materialization and correlation time.
The red bars in Fig. 7c indicate the time to materialize false-negative joins undetected by CorrLazo,
which becomes a larger fraction of total materialization time in Nexus as the threshold rises. Fig. 7d
shows the distribution of larger table size in a join in all joinable pairs and those missed by Lazo.
Takeaways: i) The distribution of missed joins is skewed towards larger tables due to the nature of
Jaccard containment: Lazo misses more time-consuming joins, often involving large tables. ii) Join
discovery is not the bottleneck of the end-to-end pipeline. The bottleneck lies in the materialization.
Correlation Quality. Table 8 shows the difference in correlations between Nexus and CorrLazo.
CorrLazo produces thousands of false negatives and positives compared with ground-truth corre-
lations. These false positives in CorrLazo arise not from incorrect joinable pairs (as it achieves
perfect precision via validation) but during adjustment for multiple comparisons, where it fails
to dismiss some correlations that Nexus would because CorrLazo detects fewer correlations.
The number of false positives and negatives is relatively small compared to the total number of
correlations, aligning with CorrLazo’s high recall shown in Fig. 7b. Despite the relatively low
number of false positives and negatives, identifying all relationships in a data discovery setting is
crucial, as the specific relationship of interest may be concealed among the false negatives.
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Table 8. Correlation quality of CorrLazo

JC threshold 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

CorrLazo #Corr 146426 146275 145023 144828
Nexus #Corr 146566

False Negatives 1746 1970 2758 3475
False Positives 1606 1679 1215 1737

6.3.4 CorrLazoSketch. We configure Lazo
with JC=0.2 because we find this threshold
achieves a good balance between runtime and
recall (Figure 7a, 7b), and runCorrLazoSketch
on Chicago Open Data at the time granularity
of day and spatial granularity of census block.
CorrLazoSketch finds 92089 significant corre-
lations, having 63621 false negatives, 9144 false
positives, and an F1 score of 0.69 compared to the ground truth. All these statistics deteriorate
compared to using Lazo or correlation sketch alone. Specifically, the number of false positives
increases by 37%.

6.3.5 CorrRange. We deploy CorrRange on UNData and show that the number of correlations
remains high, so Nexus’s clustering approach still helps with the causal tasks in Section 6.2.

Table 9. F1 score; × means the F1 score is undefined.

Task No-Join Join All Join JC Join Corr Join Cluster

T1 0.50 × × × 0.20
T2 × × 0.20 0.16 0.29

T3 × × × × 0.40

T4 × × × × 0.5

T5 × 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.40

Initially, we set the time range to 2010,
the most represented year in UNData,
ensuring maximum variable inclu-
sion. Nexus identifies 5636 correla-
tions, while CorrRange finds 3620,
with the modularity score of the cor-
relation graph increasing from 0.36
to 0.46. Table 9, shows the F1 score of
causal tasks using CorrRange. Join-
Cluster achieves the best results in
4/5 tasks. We also select the least frequent available range, which is the year 2022. CorrRange
identifies 105 correlations on this range and the modularity score of the graph drops to 0.26 because
the range covers few tables, which leads to a sparse correlation graph. In summary, users can
employ CorrRange to simplify computations when they have a specific range of interest. However,
an inappropriate range leads to excluding valuable variables. Nexus works in the general scenario
that does not assume the user knows how to filter the data.

6.4 RQ4: Efficiency and Scalability of Nexus

We evaluate the effectiveness and scalability of Nexus.
Baseline. The baseline uses the inverted index for join discovery and materializes an outer join for
each candidate. It then applies three missing value strategies: imputing with zeros, using averages,
and dropping all missing values. For each strategy, correlations are computed across every attribute
combination. We run this baseline and Nexus on Chicago Open Data (granularity: day, census
block). We set three different overlap thresholds—10, 100, and 1000.
Results. Figure 8a shows the results. At the 10 overlap threshold, Nexus finished in 15.7 minutes,
and the baseline took 1.15 hours, makingNexus 4.4× faster. As the overlap threshold rises to 100 and
1000, both runtimes decrease due to fewer dataset pairs meeting the higher overlap requirements.
At thresholds of 100 and 1000, Nexus was 3.8× and 2.7× faster than the baseline, respectively. We
are interested in “casting a wide net”, which favors lower thresholds—this is the regimen where
Nexus’s optimizations matter most.

6.4.1 Impact of Nexus’s Cost Model. We measure the benefits of using the cost model. The
runtime of Index-Search is solely about join discovery. However, in cost-model and exhaustive-join,
the join discovery time is intertwined with the materialization time. To isolate the specific join
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Fig. 8. Runtime comparison for different techniques: (a) baseline and Nexus (b) strategies to identify spatio-

temporal joinable datasets (c) using data profiles and explicit outer join (d) with and without Vectorization.

discovery time, we subtracted the materialization time for actual joinable datasets from their total
time. Figure 8b shows the cost model outperforms other baselines. At the 10 overlap threshold,
it is 4.2× faster than Exhaustive-Join and 4.4× faster than Index-Search, with the latter being
least efficient due to costly inverted index queries from numerous joinable pairs. As the threshold
increases to 100, Index-Search outperforms Exhaustive-Join, but Cost-Model remains superior,
being 2.7× faster than Index-Search and 3.2× faster than Exhaustive-Search. At the 1000
threshold, the reduced joinable datasets make Exhaustive-Join inefficient, while Cost-Model
continues to lead, increasingly favoring Index-Search choices.

6.4.2 Correlation Calculation with Missing Value Handling. We compare Nexus’s approach
to decompose correlation calculation against the outer join baseline. We look into the overlap
threshold of 100 and optimize both the baseline and Nexus in other stages. Fig 8c shows the results.
We evaluate three metrics: total run time, materialization time, and correlation calculation time.
Nexus outperforms the baseline, being 4.3× faster in materialization and 2.4× faster in correlation
calculation. The efficiency in materialization is due to more effective inner joins and the avoidance of
online value imputation. For correlation, Nexus’s acceleration comes from calculating correlations
only for inner-join, whereas the baseline computes correlations for both inner and outer joins.

6.4.3 The effectiveness of Vectorization. The additional advantage of the correlation decom-
position is that the problem becomes embarrassingly parallel, letting Nexus leverage vectorization
techniques and specialized instructions of modern CPUs [76]. Fig. 8d shows that vectorization
offers a speedup of 2.8x, 2.5x, and 2x for overlap thresholds of 10, 100, and 1000, respectively.

6.4.4 Scalability. We generated subsets of increasing scale from OpenDataLarge (Table 10) and
ranNexus on these, usingMonth and Census Tract granularity. Table 11 shows thatNexus’s runtime
grows linearly with the number of joinable pairs and the number of correlations before correcting for
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Table 10. Datasets statistics and their scale factors

Data #Tbl #ST keys Disk Size #Joinable Pairs #Corr
1

Chicago Open Data 338 699 11G ∼50k ∼783k

Chicago+NYC Open Data 1086
(3.2×)

1544
(2.2×)

38G
(3.5×)

∼219k
(4.3×)

∼3.4M
(4.3×)

Open Data Large 3021
(8.9×)

4166
(5.9×)

81G
(7.4×)

∼1.1M
(22×)

∼29.7M
(38×)

1 The number of correlations before correcting for multiple comparisons

Table 11. Nexus’s end-to-end runtime

Data Filter(s) MA(s) Correlation(s) Total(s)

Chicago Open Data 10.1 331.6 214.7 559.6
Chicago+NYC
Open Data

40.0
(4.0×)

778.9
(2.3×)

889.2
(4.1×)

1717.2
(3.1×)

Open Data Large 146.1
(14.5×)

3392.2
(10.2×)

6768.1
(30.5×)

10400.2
(18.6×)
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multiple comparisons. Concretely, its runtime in-
creases from 559.6s to 10400.2s (18.6×) as #join-
able pairs and #correlations grows by 22× and
38×, respectively. As the scale increases, the bot-
tleneck becomes calculating correlations. Specifi-
cally, Nexus takes 214.7s to identify ∼783k corre-
lations in Chicago Open Data and 889.2s to iden-
tify ∼3.4M correlations in Chicago+NYC open
data, both representing a 4× increase. We also
compare Nexus and CorrLazo on Chicago+NYC
open data (Figure 9) to show that while CorrLazo is efficient (at the cost of quality), the join
discovery stage is not the bottleneck of the pipeline, so the gains are modest.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We presented Nexus, a system to identify correlations over spatio-temporal tabular datasets. Nexus
aligns and combines datasets based on spatial and temporal attributes, identifies correlations even
in the presence of missing values, and generates variable clusters computed over a correlation graph.
Our experiments show: i) qualitatively, that Nexus finds interesting correlations; ii) quantitatively,
that it does this efficiently and that the variable cluster constitutes a good selection of input variables
to downstream causal inference tasks. All in all, we see Nexus as an infrastructural stepping stone
towards causal inference over large repositories of tabular data.
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